Wider Subject

Choice

Curro understands that every learner has unique interests and life goals and should be
empowered to pursue them. With our new learning approach and wider subject choice
offering, we give every Curro learner the opportunity to personalise their learning.

Life Sciences
Available to:
Grades 10 to 12 learners

An overview
The scientific study of living things, from a molecular level to their interactions with one another and their environments,
is called Life Sciences. The methods for these studies include formulating hypotheses and carrying out investigations
and experiments as objectively as possible to test these hypotheses. Repeated investigations are carried out and
adapted. The methods and results are analysed, evaluated and debated before the community of scientists accepts
them as valid. As with all knowledge, scientific knowledge changes over time as scientists improve their knowledge
and understanding and as people change their views of the world around them. Life Sciences learners are informed
of debates and arguments among the scientists who were the first to investigate a phenomenon.

Life Sciences is organised according to four knowledge strands:
• Life at the molecular, cellular and tissue level
• Life processes in plants and animals
• Environmental studies
• Diversity, change and continuity

Life Sciences not only provides you with useful knowledge and skills that are needed in everyday life, but also gives
you exposure to the wide range of possible biology-based study areas so that you can see where your interests
lie and which specialisation you would like to follow. These focus areas include, amongst others: biochemistry,
biotechnology, microbiology, genetics, zoology, botany, entomology, environmental studies, sociobiology (animal
behaviour), physiology (plant and animal) and anatomy (plant and animal), morphology (plant and animal), and
taxonomy (plant and animal).
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Career paths
Possible careers include physiologist, biochemist, geneticist or
psychologist (with necessary postgraduate qualification), medical
representative, laboratory analyst, Life Sciences or Life Orientation
teacher, stem cell researcher, anthropometrist, biologist, ecologist,
environmental consultant, researcher, environmental impact expert,
plant specialist, conservation scientist and environmental teacher.

What you can expect from this programme
By studying and learning about Life Sciences, you will develop the following:
• Your knowledge of key biological concepts, processes, systems and theories.
• The ability to critically evaluate and debate scientific issues and processes.
• Greater awareness of the ways in which biotechnology and knowledge of Life Sciences
have benefited humankind.
• An understanding of the ways in which humans have impacted negatively on the
environment and organisms living in it.
• A deep appreciation of the unique diversity of past and present biomes in southern Africa
and the importance of conservation.
• Your awareness of what it means to be a responsible citizen.
• Your knowledge of South African scientists’ contributions.
• Scientific skills and ways of thinking scientifically that enable you to see the flaws in
pseudo-science in popular media.
• A level of academic and scientific literacy that enables you to read, talk, write and think
about biological processes, concepts and investigations

Interested?

Contact us at subjects@curro.co.za!
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